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Orig: D 
concerning a joint re~1est by the ·Steir~ohlenbergbauverein, Essen (StBV), 
the Westfalische Bergwerxschaftskasae, Bochum (WBK), the Versuchs-
grubengesellschaftt Do~tmund (VGG), the National Coal Board1 London(NCB) 
and the Centre d!Etudes et Recherches des Charbonnages de France, 
Paris ( CJ::RCHAR) 
WITH A VIETrf TO OBTAININJ FIIJANCIAL AID UNDER THE TER~ OF ARTICI,E 55 § 2( c) 
OF THE E.C.S.C. THEAT'l FOR THE PU:HFOSE OF RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF 
ADTC~·!f>TION AIJ) OUTBYE OPEfJ. ... TIONS UU:JFRGROUND. 
General remarks 
~----~~*-~ 
The increasing capacity of coal faces in the Community 1 s mines 1 tvhich 
results in a permanent increase in d2.i1y output per face, presents, 
among other things~ problems concerned with coal-v•inning. In 
particular, two large series of problems arise in this connection. 
These are: 
the clearance of coal and the removal of spoil, the movement of the 
equipment required for extraction and the transport of personnel 
(in shafts as \'Jell as in road1riays) ; 
- the best possible organisation, and the most complete control ?Ossible, 
of the conduct of operations, and the aut~mation of the most suitable 
pro0esses. 
The e8sential aims of further developments in these fields are a 
marked improvement in the results of underiro~nd opera~ions (either 
directly b~ a saving in manpower or indirectly by maki~g possible an 
even further intensification of coal-winning) an1 an improvement in 
mine safety and working condition3. 
~n past years the E.c.s.c. has already demonstrated great interest in 
these probelms by supplying financial aid for the realisation of a 
series of research projects. 
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Orig: D 
Thes$ projects have yielded very interesting partial results, 
particularly in connection with tbe problems of production and 
transport. The research work under discussion should nevertheless be 
continued with a view to optimising the eqriipment developed so far 
and adapting it to the ever-increasing demands of modern extraction. 
' ' 
•" 
• 
These demands are conditioned by the greater and greater intensification 
of extraction and by a regrouping of collieries with growing repercussions 
on the underground infrastructure. Furthermore, in other areas of 
outbye operatiqns, such as those of closed-circuit control of districts 
and the utilisation of mini-computers, development has not yet passed 
the initial stages. 
The countries applying for assistance, Germany, the United Kingdom and 
France,· propose to carry out research work on the following subjects 
from 1975: 
- Development, rationalisation and optimisation of systems of extraction 
and transport in roadways and shafts (StBV , WBK, VGG) 
- New systems of work o~ganisation and operational research (CERCHAR, 
~W)~ • 
- Control and automat~on of the aspects of exploitation under discussion 
(StBV and CERCHAR) 
The proposed researc~ projects will make use of the partial results of 
research work carriei out earlier and are integrated with the previous 
work in a logical mc;nner. The allocation of tasks takes account of 
various developments and the state of the art in the three coal-
producing countrierj. A close collaboration between research workers 
and producers is Qompletely assured. 
II. ~jm and progr~ of the research work 
The programme for each part of the overall project can be summarised 
as follows: 
1. Jnoreasing tpe c~city of ~oraper cha~~copveyo~ (StBV) 
Increasing the capacity of scraper chain conveyors and the life of 
chains, and reducing the risk of accidents (chain breakage'and 
derailment) by optimisation of all components and reducing-wear 
.as far as possible. 
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- Construction of a test rig to determine tho load capad ty of 
pan connections (loads up to 300 lip). 
Improvement of pan connections (reduction of wear~ avoiding 
buc~ding). 
Tests on several types of pans. 
- Development and construction of a rig for testing chains under 
load. 
- Reduction of wear and tear on tho chain, the sprockets, the 
scrapers and the pans: reducing the: power consumption of the 
conveyor by adapting the chdn tension to the load .. 
Research on a procedure for teEting chains. 
Stud~r of the behaviour of conveyors with curves in the horizontal 
and verticaJ. plm'les. 
Determination of the influence of chain tension on various types 
of conv'3yors. 
-Establishing criteria for the utilisation of various types of 
conveyor. 
Cost: l 063 000 DM (about 330 200.u.a.) 
Duration: 3 years 
Further improvement of means of transport as :a · conscqv.ence of higher 
face output rates resulting from the concentration of collieries and 
in relationship to e;:traction equipment in the pits. 
Improvement of belts and belt connections, and continuous control of 
their condition., 
- Determination of t~e constructional requirements of drivage stations, 
behaviour of f~st belt conveyors under starting and rtU1lling 
conditions. 
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- Development of transfer points between scraper chain conveyors 
and belt conveyors, and. betuecn one belt conveyor and another, 
directed to11ards achieving unmanned operation. 
Improvement of belt and drum cleaning equipment. Installation of 
more suitable cleaning equipment. 
I 
- Determination of dynamic loads on the roller framec. Special 
I 
types of structure for the frames and their positioning in the 
channels. 
- Control of conveyor belts. Integrated. steering and control system 
for automatic operation using electronic modules that conform to 
requirements for intrinsic safety. 
- Crushers. If possible, development and surface trials of higher-
capacity crushers, avoiding dust formation. 
l~le£i~l_t!ans~rt 
~ Autonomous diesel-hydraulic drivage (steering, power transmission) 
~ Devices for measuring the deterioration and tensile force of r~pes • 
- Inductive remote control of winches 
-Reversible installations (transport of equipment and material) 
Tote.l cost: 5 754 000 DM (about l 787 100 u.a.) 
Duration: 3 years 
!)~lopmel'!,t_,_co_p.,Ji.tr;.u,c.!i.,op _ _s.q. t.§,£ti..P-Z...2f.n.f.!,li.Ab).e col!_t.;r,:ol_esmipm~n,l 
!.2.T ,.Ejlx.tr-a.ction_eq;u,iP.,!!l.enj .. J._n_J-l_h .. afj; .. :?. (VP!JLWf3J<.L 
' Continuation of the research programme "Technological research on 
the dynamic stresses developed in extraction equipment (shafts)" 
to improve the operational safety in high-capacity shafts. 
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Determination of parameters needed for an exact examination of the 
condition of extraction equipment (treads, wear and tear of cage 
guides 1 deflection from the vertical, impulsive loads, accelerr,tions,Etc.). 
Development, construction and testing of the necessary measuring 
equipment according to the following criteria: 
- Versatility and uninterrupted utilis~tion of extraction equipmentQ 
-Automatic measuring equipment~ taking availabJ.e results into account. 
Flameproof equipment or intrinsic safety 
Lovl cost. 
Cost: 870 000 DM (about 270 300 u.a.) 
Duration: 3 years 
4· lJ~! .. J..8chn~i,s@~.i.'l~~~-Ill_=~£~ .. 2!£~j,~.E-.. :tJ:Sn (CERCHAR) 
Further development snd increased. use of modern methods of management, 
planning and data treatnFmt. 
- Perfecting the analyses of de,ta for the mc,mgemcnt of plough faces 
(analysis of different idle times, prediction of operational 
conditions) .. 
- Development of a similar system for headings. 
-Treatment and exploitation of raw Qata 
DEJvelopment of a control sy~~em for stoeply-inclined. seams extracted 
by means of Al\'"F l<Vi:n..'Yling m.:1,chines and h~rd.raulic packing (measurement 
devicest data transmission, recording and t.reatment o·~ dc.ta). 
- Development of a simulation system for room--and-pillar workings 
with nsoutirnge't. 
Cost: 1 30') 000 FF (about 20') 200 u~a.) 
Duration: 3 years 
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5 • ~]..4,Y;. .and ..!1.l.i..:'IJ.i.Aa;tj.on, ..?.! ~J?.Oi,nt ~-B:U.<!, R.o.:tt.l.§.!le_.C.~ ( StBV) 
Collection of basic d~ta to improve the orgauisation of 
extraction and mechanical equipment. 
ic'.le times as a tool for ma.nae;cment. 
Numerical evaluation of 
Collection of basic data 
... ------------
- Creation of a data hank. 
-Analysis of the t...reak points of equipment and causes of mechanical 
breakdowns. 
- Analysis of bottlenecl~s and causes of brcakdotm in organisation. 
- Improvement of extraction and its organisation. 
Costs of idle time 
- Preliminary study of the existing system of cost allotment. 
-Proposals for the evaluation of the cost of idle time. 
-Proposal for modifying or-extendin0 the method of calculation. 
Cost: 900 000 DM (about 279 600 u. a.) 
Duration: 3 years 
6. p~~2J?.l)lCF.,t o:t:,,.a;.J?,i!l,V.0.t . .9J?Etr_?l' Cen.trs (Sj;]3Jl1 
Development of a district control centre Hhich will collect and 
process all data required for the operation of an entire production 
unit and will, as far as possible, be able to issue orders for the 
conduct of operations. 
- Basic research and systems analysis. 
- Development and adaptation of control, steering and communication 
systems (based on the existing face control desk). 
- Extension of the system to transport operations in roadways 
-Use of modular construction with intrinsic safety 
Cost: 660 000 DH (about 205 000 u.a.) 
Duration: 3 years 
.; .. 
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7 • !P.PJ.i.C .. O:...ti .. o_n._?iL.~ El..~P ... t-..c~o~1P~j;2}'_f~:r2,.?$!,..S.s .. :bp.Jt,W£:!1~e,;'!J.e!!.t. _i££.0£JE~j;_i,£_n 
~n.V..9£.~-fJ1s~_.9.9 .. ~1-__.2f.._~j_r_e2~or.:L!32L'sJ~~ (Nc:a) 
Exploitation of the potential of snall comp~.1ters in a conveyor/buJlker 
transport system and for comprehensive r.1oni taring and control purl)Osos. 
The development and testing through operational usa of an integrated 
system for computer control of coal clearance, including softHare 
suitable for -v;idespread application throuellout the industry. 
The introduction of computer programs in such systems for optinising 
bunker use, segregating stone from coal and for bl,.md:Lng of coal feeds. 
The clevclcpmont of bunl:er and conveyor instrur:~ents and control equip-
ment to p-:,rmit the desirec.l. control of their functions through 
electronic signals. 
- Examinatj_on of novel or improved infoj.~mation <:cisplay equ.ipment for 
visual or doc~cmt presentation ancl its e,ssesGmont in a practical 
colliery environment >-Then appropria,te. 
The specification, design t-rhen necessary, and provision of environ-
mental detectors and data tra.YJ.smission ecruipmcnt to provide co:;1pr.:ohensive 
computer-aided monitorine; of the environment and related colliery 
plant,. 
Cost! 3:, 304 000 (about 56S ,300 u. a. ) 
Duration: 3 ye<J,l's 
The estimate:d coEts for the realisation of the research worl:, 't·dlose 
duration is expected to be 3 years, are as follc:-Js: 
St13V 
vlBK/VGG 
CEnCHAR 
NCB 
8 377 000 1/~t! 
870 ooo mi 
1 300 000 FF 
304 000 lr 
2 601 900 u.a. 
270 300 Uoao 
206 200 u .. a. 
566 300 Uoa• 
~~~ ..... 
') 64,1 700 u.a. ..; 
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IV • !ifll..§?.J:C_ll~ 
v. 
The Experts• Committee for "Outbye operations undergronnd", which 
is already concerned wi tl1 all research \vork in this field will also 
supervise a.'1d !:eep tmder review the e~~eoution of the research work 
that forms the subject of the requests. 
The agreements to be concluded with the beneficiaries of the aid 
will define he rights and obligations of the contracting parties. 
They will be designed primarily to ensure that the research results 
will be made ava~lable to all interested parties in the CommUllity, 
in accordance Hith Art. 55 of the :rr:.c.s.c. Trea-ty. 
!f~~ _i_rupo~~~"___t]le L,e .. sre_¥ch pJ;,Oj_e_yJ.Ji 
It is difficult to express the effects of the envisaged.research 
work in precise terms because the work involves a wide variety 
of aspects of' mining technology. The research institutes making 
the requests anticipate that: 
- the research Hork will lead, both directly and indirectly, to 
an increased output per man-shift and to a reduction in the 
cost of extrac·aon, mainly as a result oZ nninterrupted coal-
vJinning and extraction, of an increase in useful working time 
resulting from improved transport and better orgenisation of 
personnel, and of the control and automation of t'ITork processes; 
in particular, the t-iork related to the development of transport 
of personnel and products, and to the organisation, control and 
autOi.1ation of extrac:tion processes tvill lead to an improvement 
in mine safety and. vrorking conditions (reduction of accident 
potential). 
In view of the importance of these research programmes and the 
opportunity that they present for rationalising some aspects of 
outbye operations undcrgronnd and operations dmmstream of the 
coal facet ta::ing account of their effects on the Commnni ty • s 
coal industry in relation to increased output, reduced yosts and 
.; .·. 
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their importance with regard to mine safety, and, finally, 
because of the interest in e:-:tend.ing and making use of the 
results already obtainect, the provision of fim:ncial assistance 
by the E.C .s.c. is jud.c-od to be appropriate9 
For the rcalisa:tio:n of this researcl1 prog:ramme 1 vJhose total cost 
is 3 644 700 u.a., the Co~~ission envisages providing financial 
airl totalling 2 252 600 u .. a. ~ of vrhich 2 186 900 u.a. is to cover 
its participation in the cost of research and 65 700 u.a. to cover 
the Cl.issemination of information and othor costs. 
StBV 
HBK/VGG 
CERCHAR 
NCB 
5 026 200 DH 
522 000 DI:l 
780 000 FF 
132 f:OO I:r 
1 5Gl 100 u.a. 
162 200 u.a. 
123 800 u.a. 
339 Coo u.a. 
~~.:::c....e·•••*,..~ 
2 186 900 u.a. 
P.S. The rates of convers:i.on from national currencies to u.a .. 
are those of the second half of 197L1· 
• 
• 
• 
COllMISSION 
OF THE 
EUROPEiiN COMIIDNITIES 
(E.c.s.c.) 
XVII/320/74-E 
Orig: D 
concerning a joint request by the Steinkohlenbergbauverein, Essen (StBV), 
the Institut Uational des Industries Extractives 1 l,iege (TIUJ11X) 7 the 
Institut d'HygiSne des Mines, Hasselt (IIIT:T) 1 the S.A. des Charbmmages 
de Campine, Houthalen (KSl"i) and the Universite Catholique de Louvain (UCL) 
WITH A VITiiw TO OBTAihiNG FINANCIAL AID UliDBR THE TEfu'iiS OF l.RTICLE 
55§ 2(c) of the E.c~s.c~ TREATY FOR THE PURPOSE OF RESEARCH IN Tilli 
FIELD OF FIRE·· DAMP lL.i'ffi VENTILATION" 
I. General fiemarks 
--~..:;;u~~~ 
Firedamp constitutes one of the greatest hazards in deep coal mines and is 
a very serious impediment to the regular operation of workings. 
Problems related to firedamp are assuming greater importance because large 
quantities of methane are released as the output of coal from each pro-
duction unit increases. Tl1ese problems also give rise to increasing demands 
on mine ventilation which is already made difficult by the increasing · 
extent and dispersion of the workingsft 
In past years the EoC.s.c. has contributed, by means of financial support, 
to the realisation of a series of research projects concerned with the 
funCI.amen-tal and theoretical problems of methane release, with the practical 
control of this release and with the calculation of ventilation require-
ments, all in accordance with the relevant legislationo It is now 
necessary, hovvever, to make increased practical use of the results obtained 
so far in order to give as much assistance as possible in the planning of 
new workings, taking into account the estimated release of methane, in 
taking the corre.sponding essential measures, and in installing systems of 
methane control that give a very high degree of security. 
In this ~·ray .the Community's coal mines will be given the opportunity to 
develop high-performance faces that will not be l:ampered 1Jy the release of 
methane, to attain the highest level of safety with regard to firedamp, to 
perfect ventilation as far as possible and, in parallel, to combat the 
release of dust by techniques of water injection at great depth • 
. ; .. 
' . ' 
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Countries such as Germany and Belgium have presented requests for 
financial e.ssistance and pTOpose, from 19~5 onwardst to undertake 
research work on: 
- methane and dust, with particular reference to the development of 
high-performance faces (StBV and INIEX) and 
- control and automation of ventilation by meRna of computers (INIEK, 
IHM, KSM, UCL). 
The research envisaged is based on the partial results already obtained 
from earlier research and constitutes a logical continuation of the 
progra~mme. The allocation of tasks takes account of the various develop-
ments in progress as well as of the state of the art in the different 
countries, A close collaboration between research workers in the 
coal-producing countries of the Community is assured. 
II., .U!ll an.d prop;ramme of the r,e S,2?!,Ch wo,.rk 
The programmes for the various parts of the overall project can be 
envisaged as follows: 
1. ~ane control in high-output face.! ( StBV) 
Further investigation into better methane control in consequence of 
increased gas emission due to higher face production rates. 
- Mathematical description of gas migration in the coal as a basis 
for.an exact precalculation of gas emission in the face being 
worked and in neighbouring seams. 
- Evaluation of seams in relation to their suitability for prior 
degasification. 
- Influm1ce of water injection on gas emission from the seam being 
' ' 
worked. 
- Relationship between water injection and g&s emission. 
- Effect of wetting and hydraulic fracking of the coal • 
. ; .. 
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- Optimisation in conventional ventilation systems by complete, 
rapid and reliable control. 
-Adaptation to new ventilation systems. Studies of the positioning 
of bore holes in various roadways • 
.,... ~1ethcme drainage by means of large bcre holes (200m long and 
200mm diameter) positioned in neighbo,.:;ring workings. 
Cost: 2 415 000 m~ ( a.bout 750 100 u.c:..) 
D~~ation: 3 ~ears. 
Continuation of pre•1ious work on methane release aimed at the 
elimination of nat~ral obstacles to increased output from faces. 
~~d~c!i£n_of ~p~c~f!c_g~s_e~i~s~o~ 
Modifications to the method of direct mcasttrement of gas concentration 
to eliminate the influence of moisture on the results. 
Establisp_ment of ventilation rules b~sed on the concentration of 
methane in the air stream. 
Systemc:,tic study of specific gas emission in order to determinG the 
influ<.:Jnce of various parameters (planning, sequence of extraction,etc.) 
Influence of the rate of a.d.n:mce of the face 
Detailed study of tho rola-'jionships bet-v:ee:n the spe0ific gas emission 
and the rate of advance of the face as a basis for the exact prediction 
of gas emission in high-output faces. 
New solutions to the problem of methane accumulation at the downstream 
ends of longwall faces. 
.; .. 
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Increased use of boreholes in the wall and of old galleries above the 
working seam. 
Improved utilisation of drainage ~quipment based on permenent 1 and 
possibly automated, control. 
Systematic study of the characteristics of water injection and of the 
control of air conditions. Influence of t-rater injec ion on the basic 
and additional gas emission in the working seam and in neighbouring 
seams, and on dust suppression. 
Continuation of current work on techniques of methane recovery and 
their results to assess the applicability of the method to abandoned 
mines. 
Cost: 
Duration: 
19 460 000 FB (about 400 000 u.a..) 
3 years 
3. Pr~ctical ~pplic~jJon oJ:.c~J?Ut~r~based ventilati2~ control (IHM, INIEX, 
UCL, KSM) 
Continuation of current work aimed at the practical use of the methods 
of ventilation control by computer that have already b~en developed. 
(Application of the TF-24 system' and of IBM-7 and IBM-370 computers). 
-Development, construction and application of regulating devices for 
the control of air distribution-underground (modification of the 
main .fan characteristics, control of by-passes and regulator doors). 
- Design of a gas emission model for the panels studied to allow the 
determination of rel~tionships between ventilation rules and methane 
measurement. 
- Continuation of work on the adaptation of software to conditions 
underground, on programmes for automatic aotualisation of the network 
model and for the detGction of irregularities, and on programmes for 
tho calculation and control of ventilation. 
Cost: 25 000 000 F.B (about 513 800 u.a.) 
Duration: 3 years 
• 
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III. Estimated cost and duration of the research work 
............... ..,... .. .....-== ................ ~ ............ ==et:"'l". ~ .......... *~·--........,. .. -............... ....,. ......... p ~
The provisional cos·ts for the realisation of the rosee.rch work, which 
will be spread over a period of 3 year~aro sv~m~risod below: 
StBV 
JJUEX/IIDvi/ 
UCL/KSr.I 
IV. Research results 
**'_.._.·~~~""*"....., 
2 415 ooo mi 750 100 u.a. 
44 460 000 FB 913 800 u.a. 
1 663 900 u.a. 
The E.C.S.C's oxpertst Committee for "Firedamp and Ventilation"t which 
is already concerned with all research worl: in this field will also 
supervise and keep under .revi8W the execution of the research work 
that forms the subject of the requests. 
The agreements to be concluded with -Ghe beneficiaries of the aid will 
define the rights and obligations of the contracting parties. They 
will be designed primarily to ensure that the research results will 
be ma(le available to all interested parties in the Community, in 
accordance vv-i th Art. 55 of tho E.G .s.c. Treaty. 
The research vmrk envisaged will have favou:rablo effects in two 
directions. 
First, the control of methane release is an indispensable requirement 
for the unhindered operation of coal faces. This is particularly 
the case for high-performance workings <;lith increased rates of face 
advancement. In tho fut-c:re 7 such high·~performaace faces will be even 
more important than at present and 1r1ill contribute to the technical 
and economic performance of the Community's coal min0s. 
Secondly, all progress rol:1tec1 to methane and dust control and the 
improvement of mine ventilation has a direct am.l incalculable influence 
on the safety and working concli tions in deep mines. This progress 
and improvement is an indispensa.ble postulate for the further develop-
ment of the Community's coal mines. 
.; .. 
VI. Conclusions 
......................... '0 
,.. 
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Given the importance of this resenrch programme, the opportunities 
that it presents for further development of the coal mines, its 
fundamental effects on mine safety and working conditions and, finally, 
the value of obtaining more detailed knowledge in this field and of 
~pplying the results already obtained, tho provision of financial 
assistance by the Community is judged to be appropriate. 
For the realisation of this programme, whose cost is .1 663 900 u.~. 
• 
the Commission envisages providi~g financial aid totalling 1 028 400 u.a. 1 
of which 998 400 u.a. is to cover its participation in the cost of 
research and 30 000 u.a, to cover the dissemination of information and 
other costs. 
pistr.iJ:?..utioA of -!1-.!2-
StBV 
~IEX/IHM/ 
KSIIi/UCL 26 676 000 FB 
450 100 u.a. 
548 300 u.a. 
........ 
998 400 u.a. 
P.S. The rates of conversion from na~ional currencies to u.a. are 
those of the second half of 1974• 
J 
I. 
COMJV!ISSION 
OF THE 
EUROP'i'....AN COm:flJJYITTIES 
E.c.s.c. 
MEMORANDUM 
~ ......... .,. ...... 
concerning a joint request by the Centre d'Etudes et Recherches des 
Charbonnages de France, Paris (CERCI~), the British Carbonisation Research 
Association, Chesterfield (BCRA) and the Steirucohlenbergbauvcrein, 
Essen (StBV) NITR A VIEW TO OBTAINING FINANCIAL AID UNDER THE TERW3 OF 
ARTICLE 55 § 2( c) OF THE E.c.s.c. TREATY FOR THE PURPOSE OF RESEARCH IN 
THE FIELD OF COKE. 
Ge:..,eral remarks 
...... .................. ..,..., 
In the near future the Community's requirements for coal to be trans-
formed into coke will be maintained at least at their present level 
b8cause, despite ·the introduction of new techniques and the progress 
that Las been made 1 the metallurgical ino.ustry will continue 'to 
consume coke for m~~y years to come. Taking into account the evo~ution 
of the price of coals from third countries, it is to be expected that 
more and more recourse will be had to indigenous coals by the incor-
poration into coking blends of significant quantities of coals that 
have• up to now, been regarded as m1suitable for coke making, and by 
the use· of·· substitute products such as formed coke. Better, or 
improved, coking techniques, capable of maintaining or improving the 
quality 1 as vrell as the quantity and consistency t of coke will help 
the Community's iron and steel producers to satisfy future demands~ 
The work carried out in the member states, largely under the aegis 
and ~dth the support ·of the :E .. c.s.c. · (cf~ earlier programmes on coke 
ovens) has alroad.:r borne fruit and considerable progress has been made 
in the acquisition of a better knowledge of the processes that form 
the basis of metallurgical coke production. This knowledge has already 
been put to use and has resulted in a very marked improvement irt' ... the 
properties of coke, tru<ing account of the diminishing supply of th~ 
typos of coal previously considered essential for coke manufacture • 
. ; .. 
,· 
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It is currently thought desirable to optimise the application of the 
most recent techniques ~d to find out whether the benefits obtained 
can be extended by applying these techniques either individually or 
in combination: examples are; preheating of the cha~ge, high-capacity 
~ens in special materials (magnesite), programmed carbonisation, the 
manufacture of formed coke from flame-coals, etc. 
The research p~cposals which form the subjects of the requests complete 
the work in progress and are completely integrated with it. They are 
concerned with: 
CERCHAR 
Improvement of coke quality, analysis of the improvement in quality 
obtained by preheating. 
Manufacture of formed coke from flame-coal and tests in a blast furnace. 
~ 
Material and energy balance for coke production in high-performance ovens 
(magnesite ovens). 
~ 
Carbonisation of normal and preheated blends in tall ovens using gravity 
and pipeline charging techniques. Comparison 't-rith conventional ovens. 
II. Aim a.pd ;erog;ramme of the resea.tch i<Tor£, 
( 1) ~tu& of th~ infl..u .. ~e of charge preheatir« on the @ali tl ot: 
~etallurgical coke (CERC~ 
I 
A systematic study of the
1
basic processes of coke manufacture. 
in order to reveal all the possibilities of obtaining the 
maximum profit from preheated charging. 
~e~e~sh_i~t£ !h~ !n!l~e~c~ £f_~e~e~t!n~ 
- Examination of the role of the conditions of heat transfer into 
the oven chamber. 
-Comparison with results obtained by conventional methods • 
. ; .. 
• 
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~t~~ ~f_b!e!;d~ 
- Study of coal blends lriith a vie>"V to obtaining the maximum 
upgrading of Heakly-caking coals. 
- Systematic study of the addition of anti-fissuring coke 
breeze and of the optimal conditions for its production. 
!nyo~t~~t~O!; £f_pEo~u2tiO!; 2aEa~o!eEs_ 
- Investigation of factors having a general influence on the 
classical parameters of coke proquction •. 
- Investigation into the possibility of producing a well-
calibrated, highly-resistant coke and of the role of the 
preheating technique. 
!nfl~e~c~ £f_b~e!;d~ £n_pEe~s~s iPEe~e~te~ ~l~1~sl 
Precautions to be taken in choosing components and in the 
conditions of blend preparation in order to avoid the risk of 
pressure on the oven walls during carbonisation of preheated 
blends. 
'l1otal: 1 998 000 FF (about 316 900 u.a.) 
2) F;_o.¢:rp~.a_~e.,..(QECHAR) 
Continuation of curront.work and extension to the semi-
industrial stage. 
- Hanufaoture of about 2 8oO t of coke frojll 5 000 t. of fla.'l1e-
coal. 
- Study of the ~ehaviour of this coke in a blast furnace. 
- Carbonisation of 250-300 t of strongly-swelling, high-
volatile coal after preliminary oxidation in order to evaluate 
the possibility of producing a coke of satisfactory quality. 
Total: 1 500 000 FF (about 238 000 u.a.) 
3) ]:~~F..i.§J. • ...,¥d ep.ergy _pala:lge in.,hl.S!l.::Il§.rfo~n;ce oven!?,.. (S;tpy) 
Reduction of operating costs, reduction of heat losses and 
assurance of quality in the production of coke from high-
performance magnesite ovens. 
-Development of a programme.for the supply of heat and the 
setting up qf the rele,ted energy balance. 
.; .. 
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- Substitution of constant-rate oven heating by a programmed 
heat supply, taking into accoun-t the teMperature conditi :ms in 
high-performance ovens. 
- Setting up the yield balance_ for high-performance coke 
production. Constructive technological measures aimed at 
improving the relationship between the yields of coke and 
by-products (particularly to avoid increasing the yield of gas 
and gas emissions). 
- Development of a model for the formulation of suitable blends 
of coking coals. 
- Investigation into the influence of variations in blend 
composition, and in the drying and preheating of charges~ in 
a magnesite oven, taking account of the increased reaction 
velocity. 
Total: 3 025 000 Dn (about 939 600 u.a.) 
(4) Carb~~~tion_!n tall ovens (BC~ 
Study of the production of high-quality metallurgical coke from 
various coals in a tall test oven {6.50 m.high). Determination 
of the influence of charging techniques for normal and pre-
heated coals on oven performance, the yield and quality of coke 
and the production of gas and by-products'a· Comparison of these 
data with those oqtained from conventional ovens. 
£h~r~i~g_t~c~ni~e~ 
-cravity charging of wet or preheated coal (charging car) 
-Pipeline chc~ging of preheated coal by the Coaltek s,ystem. 
Preheating techni~es 
------------. 
- Rosin entrainment preheater 
- CERCHAR.fluid bed/entrainment preheater 
Coals 
---
- ~ow volatile coals l 
- Hedium volatile coals . . 
- High volatile coals 
Various combinations 
-Blend additives, ·e.g. coke breeze 
• Commercial blends, i.e., blend compositions corresponding to those 
for industrial installations. 
Total: ~ 248 000 (about 462 000 u.a.) 
• 
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III. !@~w.~e of exp~nditur~. and dur~tion of wor~ 
The estimated expenditure for the completion of-the·work which will 
ta::e 2 years, is as follous: 
CERCHAR 3 498 000 FF (about 554 900 u.a.) 
StBV 3 025 000 DM (about 939 600 u.a.) 
BCRA 248 000 b (about 462 000 u.a.) 
.. I 
1 956 000 u.a. 
IV. ..,Ro.;;;;e,;;;,se;;:;;a;;;o;r;.,;c;;;l;..l .,;;r;.;e:.;;;s;.;;;;u;;;;,l.;..;t!?. 
The exparts' Commi ttoe for ncolce Oven Techniques" 1 which is alree..d.y 
concerned with the progress of all research in this field, will 
also supervise and keep under revie"t-1 the execution of the work 
which forms the subject of these requests. 
The agreements to be concluded with the beneficiaries of the aid 
will define the rights and obligations of the contracting parties. 
They will be designed primarily to ensure that the rese~ch results 
will be made available to all interested parties in the Community, 
in accordance with Art. 55 of the E.c.s.c. Treaty. 
V. Conclusion~ 
The results to be expected on the technical and economic levels will 
contribute. towardr:> improving the output and capacity of co~<e ovenst 
as well as to the quality of coke, and will enable the range of coals 
suitable for carbonisation to be extended. They will also help, 
indirectlyt to ensure the supply of-coke for the Community's iron 
and steel industry. 
Given the importance and interest of this research work in the field 
of coke, the provision of financial aid by the Community is judged 
to be appropriate. 
For the realisation of the research programme, whose cost is about 
1 956 500 u.a. 1 the Commission envisages providing financial aid 
totalling 1 209 200 u.a., of which 1 173 900 u.oa; is to cover its 
participation in the cost of research and 35 300 u.a. to cover the 
dissemi1mtion of information and other costs. 
.; .. 
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14l~_ributipn qf, aid 
StBV 
BCRA 
2 C:)3 000 F"li' 
1 815 000 D£1 
148 800 I:t 
' ., 
(~bout 232 900 u.n.) 
.(about 563 800 u.a.) 
(about 277 200 u.a.) 
------------------1 17 2 900 ·:_.c •• 
P.S. Rates of conversion from national currencies to u.a. are 
those of the· second half of 1974• 
. ' 
• 
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concerning a request by the Natio~al·Coal Board, London (NCB) an4 the 
Centre d'Etudes et Recherches des Charbo~ages de France, Paris (CERCHAR) . 
with A VIEtll]' TO OBTAINING FINfJWIAL AID UNDER THE TE&'!S OF ARTICLE 55 § 2 c), 
OF THE E.c.s.c. TREATY 'FOR THE PURPOSE OF RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF THE 
PREMARATION JIJiD THE COMBUSTION OF COAL .AND OF THE BENEFICATION FO SPOILS 
- ' . 
I. General remarks 
The ada~tion.of integreated mechanical coal preparation plants- carry~ng out 
fl ~ " ~ "' '-: ol.\' , '-· {' ... ' ~ ,, " • 
on-site treatment of raw coal - must keep pace with the development of modern 
coal winning techniques : in creased production higher spoil content of raw 
coal together with greater moisture content resulting form the application of 
dust suppression techniques and the quality demands of the market. 
These labour intensive surface installations which militate against good 
returns on coal, cawed by technical improvements and &nl:La.aoedl'teohnil>lqg;y; 
particulary automation and the process of command programmes for various 
operations, contribute to improved coal costs. It is for this reason that the 
NCB propose to undertable research work on separation of fines from raw coal 
and to proceed with the automation and computerized command of coal preparation 
plants. 
The benefication of base products, especially spoils (wash slurry) can only 
give added value to the industrial products. 
These synthetic products made of the mining operation and increasingly called 
upon to meet grawing demand and in addunin help avvid the risk of a shortage 
of natural materials. 
Furthermore, mining exploitation and coal washing create considerable quantities 
spoil which takes up on ever increasing acreage of storage, space, disfigures 
The lattere in effect could by new processing techniques, the transformed into 
material destined directly or indirectly for the civil engineering service 
(concrete blocks, light aggrGgates, roadway ballast, ec ••• ). 
. .j •• 
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• the' landscape requires excessive use of tips and creates another element 
of' danger. These waste products must therefore be viewed as a cheap source 
of raw ma.t~rial and profitably exploited. Several research projects a.~e 
being financed by the ECSC and these need to be intensified. 
The NCB and CERCHAR propose therefore to oonvinve to research the benefication 
f'o spoils and their use as construction materials. 
In parallel with these major projects work is being done in the area. of 
pulverized coal combustion- an area p~rtia.lly eclipsed during the.years of .the. 
~ ' ' . ' ~ ' 
coal cris~s. CERCHAR already studying this field under ad grant form the 
ECSC, proposes raw to examine in greater depsth the formation of nitraus oxides 
in th~ ~pmbustion of pulverized coal and their development in s~oke coaling 
circuits, in to maximize the elimination of noxious oxides of sulphur and 
nitrogen. -·. •- · · .... 
This' research will impact directly on the fight againt atmospheric ·~oll~tion~ 
.' .. t: 
! • • - ' ,.1. ' 
•' 'I 
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II. !l!!L al1,d .. J>.r.op!t.!n!N:l of .th~JesE;SclJ.. work 
. ./:" . . ·. 
1. J!2;.traction of_i~ .E_arjj. .. c)es 't..r.om ra'!,. 'c.,Q,£-1 {NCB) 
l:111provement and further dev~lopment of_ ne'I"T methoc~s for the opr::ration 
and preparation of fine particles in consequence of increase in the 
amount of fine particles, ash- content.:. and moisture •. 
- Concentration on methods of e~tracting fines down to 1.0 mm from 
rav1 feeds by methods other than conventional sizing. 
- Considering and proving the principles of the new installations; 
- Design and tests of prototype and production machines. 
Investigation into the effects of loading per unit area, moisture, 
size, ash and clay fines on the performance efficiency •.. 
- Adaption with automatic selection of various rates of dry fine 
extraction. 
,- R~liability of the system trueing into account the variability of 
the raw feed characteristics and market requirements. 
- Develop~ent and test-of a control system. 
- Improvement of present commercial screens and screening techniques. 
- Establishment of reliable data under continuous operation at the 
Test Screen Plant. 
Total cost: 322 h (about 599,800 u.ac.) 
Reducing costs and manpower, increasing plant capacity and improving 
quality control and consistency of products by the application of 
reliable automatic computer-based control systems to preparation plants. 
Investi~tion into the baoic production parameters. 
- Tests of measuring devices to ascertain the reliability and accuracy 
of their transducers under operating conditions. 
-Assessment of the feasibility of applyin~ mini-computers and of the 
refinements re~ired _to proc~ss machines responding to automatic control. 
- Carrying out of cost/benefit s~udies. 
Total cost; b 313,000 ., (about 583,000 u.ac) 
' 
'I 
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Improvement of tl:.e production of artificial aggregates to meet 
an increasing dema..."'ld and a' ·ahof:tage in natural materials. 
'I'.'\\ 
Grains and ultra-lightweight.s~ds 
- ... .... - - ... -- ..... - - .... - ~ ... ,.... . .... -
- Laboratory study of the porogeneous and caking reagents. 
. . . 
- Production of grains ,. 5 mffi in a rotary-kiln, a:nd by the expansion 
-· method altering the partial pressure of the gas. 
- Production of ultra-lightweight sands ~ 5 mm in a vertica.l 
expansion-kiln. 
• Study of the paste method in pneumatic dryers. 
£r!f!b~i~ale~ !i~iw!i~h1-~g~!e!t!s_ 
~ Production of concrete blocks from light grains. 
- Utilisation of binders obtained from a calcined blend of 
flotation tailings and limestone. 
- Optimal calcination conditions in view of the hardeneing and the 
best properties of the blocks • 
..,. Lightweight parti tiona and polymeric foams 
... Investigation into the suitable polymers. 
- Composition of the blend: Resin, catalyst, porogeneous and 
tension-active reagents. 
-Optimal conditions for the production of lightweight partitions, 
Total cost; lt 700.000 FF (about 269,700 u.ac). 
. . 
Continuation of the research project "Utilisation of Coll~ery 
Spoil" (1973-1975). Improvement of the environment by increasing 
the practical uses of spoil; meeting the anticipated shortfall in the 
supply of natural aggregates. 
- Further investigation into the use of cement-established spoil 
for road sub-bases, foundations and special applications (e.g. blocks 
as mining supports). 
- Development of me~hods of upgrading spoil by heat-treatment without 
further atmospheric pollution, particularly in fluid beds to produce 
both a lightweight aggregate and a fine refractory powder suitable 
I 
for further proce~s~ng (refractory ah~~es, skid-resj.stant roadstone, 
dense aggregate). 
Total cost: 1:r 203,000 (about 378,200 u.ac.) 
• 
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III. Estimate of e~nditure and duration of work 
The estimated expenditure for the completion of the work which will take 
2-3 years, is as follows : 
a) CERCHAR 
- Benefication of spoils 
- Coal dust firing 
b) NCB 
-
1. 7 00. 000 l<"'F 
1.404.000 FF 
3,104.000 FF 
- Extraction of fine pa~ticles 322.000 ~ 
- Automation of coal preparation plants 313.000 ~ 
- Utilisation of colliery spoils 203.000 ~ 
838.000 ~ 
Total cost : 2.053.400 u.ac 
IV. Research results 
269.700 u.ac 
222.700 u.ac 
492.400 u.ac 
599.800 u.ac 
583.000 u.ac 
378.200 u.ac 
1.561.000 u.ac 
The expert's Committee which is already concerned with the progress of all 
research in this field, will also supervise and keep under review the execution 
of the work which forms the subject of these requests. 
The agreements to be concluded with the neneficiaries of the aid will 
defin$ the rights and obligations of the contracting parties. 
They will be designed primarily to ensure th~t the research results will be made 
available to all interested parties in the Community, in accordance with 
Art. 55 of the E.c.s.c. Treaty. 
V. Conclusi~ 
Given the importance and interest of this research work, the provision of financial 
aid by the Community in judged to be approvinte. 
For the realisation of the research programme, whose cost is about 2.053.400 u.ac, 
the Commission envisages providing financial aid totalling 1.269.000 u.ac 9 of 
.. ; .. 
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whiqh 1.232.000 u.ao is to cover ,its part.ioipa:tion in the cost pf .~e~ea.rch 
and 37.000 u.ao_to.cover the dissemination of information.and other oosts. 
Distribution of aid 
CERCHAR 
NCB 
: 1.862.400 FF 
502.800 *' 
(295.400 u.ao) 
(936.600 u.ac) 
(1.232.000 u.ac) 
P.S. Rates of conversion from national currencies to u.ac are thses of the 
second half of 1974. 
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concerning requests for financial aid for tecrinical research on .coal under 
the terms of Art.55 §2(c) of the E.c.s.c. Treaty (Budgetary year·l975)• 
A large number of requests for financial aid, under the terms of 
Art. 55 §2(c) of the E.c.s.c. ~aty, for the purpose of research have 
been submitted to the Conwission for the financial year 1975• 
The projects have been studied and examined by the services of the Commission 
in collaboration with the Coal Research Committee with a view to making a 
selection that allows the financial efforts of the Commission to be con-
centrated on research projects which are included in the "Medium-term coal 
research aid programme (1975-1985)" (Published in the Official Journal of 
the European Commv.nities No. C60, 25th May 1974) and which best fit the 
criteria given therein. 
The proposed selection, which includes 19 projects representing an overall 
total of 9319 million u.a., received a favourable judgement after examination 
by the Coal Research Committee at its meeting of 15th October 1974• 
The t-otal aid necessary for the realisation of this research prograrmne is 
5 759 200 u.a., of which 5 591 200 u.a.is to cover the Commission's 
participation in the costs of research and 168 000 u.a. to cover the 
dissemination of information and additional costs. 
Four memoranda, corresponding to the research projects contained in six 
fields of the medium term programme, have been drafted. These are: 
.; ... 
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- "Firedamp a,nd Ventilation" (0 AIII) 
Memorandum Doc. XVII/320/74 
Aid: 998 400 u.a~ 
mi/331/74._, 
- ttAutomation and Outbyc Operatiohs Underground" (AV/A.VI) 
Memorandum Doc. XVII/319/74 
Aid: 2 186 900 u.a. · . 
"Preparation and Upgrading Processes" ( CI/CIII) 
~!emorandum Doc. XVII/323/7 4 
Aid: 1 232 000 u.a. 
- "Coking and Briqu.etting of Coal" (CII) 
14emorandum Doc. XVII/322/74 
Aid: 1 173 900 u.a. 
• 
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